Owner Surrender Request
If you feel it is absolutely necessary to rehome your pet, please complete this request and submit at the end of the form.
Our team will review your request and if we believe your dog or cat would be a good candidate for our adoption floor,
we will be in touch within a week of submission. Dogs over four months of age must come in for a temperament
assessment before we can accept them. Unfortunately we have limited space and cannot accept every request.

Owner Surrender Fees:
FULLY VETTED (Vaccinated, HW Negative or FEL/FIV Negative, spayed/neutered) $100
FULLY VETTED, HEART WORM POSITIVE $200
NOT FULLY VETTED AND HEART WORM NEGATIVE $200
NOT FULLY VETTED AND FEL/FIV NEGATIVE $200
IF FEL/FIV POSITIVE: CANNOT ACCEPT CAT

Owner Name _________________________________ Phone Number ______________________
Email ___________________________________________________________________________
Pet’s Name _________________ Pet’s Age _______________ Pet’s Weight ________________
Is the pet a dog or a cat?____________________
Dogs:
On a scale of 1-5, 1 being low and 5 being high, please rank your dog on the following qualities:
Housebroken _____

Crate Trained _____

Comfortable with young children ______

Comfortable with men _____ Comfortable with women _____
Likes being around other dogs _____

Good with cats ______

Walks well on leash _____
Is your dog spayed or neutered?
Is your dog up to date on heart worm prevention and vaccines?
Cats:
On a scale of 1-5, with 1 being low and 5 being high, please rank your cat on the following qualities:
Litter box trained _____ Comfortable with young children _____
Comfortable with men _____

Comfortable with women _____

Likes being around other cats _____

Good with dogs _______

Please describe any behavioral issues you have experienced with your dog or cat:

Name and phone number of Veterinarian _______________________________________________
Is there anything else you want to tell us about the animal or this surrender request?

